
Historic Overlay Zone Development Standards

July 26, 2023 | Public Meeting No. 2

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Welcome to the second of two public meetings on the historic overlay zone for Naches Avenue. Please note the title has been updated from guidelines to development standards to match the narrative, which was written to integrate with Yakima’s zoning. This meeting is intended to walk through each section of the draft development standards.



PROJECT 
INFORMATION

A CLG grant is funding this 
project
The purpose is to develop 

historic overlay zone 
guidelines/development 
standards for Naches 
Avenue
The project area extends 

along both sides of Naches 
Avenue, from E Race north to 
E “H” Street, inclusive the 
City-owned parkway

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The project is funded through a Certified Local Government grant.



• It is a special zone placed 
over an existing zoning 
district or a combination of 
districts 

• It provides additional 
regulations and/or incentives 
to protect a specific resource 
or encourage specific 
development

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
An overlay zone is a special zone placed over one or more existing zoning districts. The purpose of the overlay zone is to addresses specific conditions within a specific area. Historic overlay zones and local historic districts, such as a Yakima Register listed historic district, are both types of overlay zones.There is a different and specific set of criteria and public process outlined under Yakima Municipal Code 11.62.045 for listing to the Yakima Register. 



PURPOSE AND 
INTENT

Housing density.Retain and 
increase

Architectural integrity.Retain

Investment in existing buildings and multiple family infill.Encourage

The historic role of the avenue and adjacent blocks.Strengthen

Rehabilitation of listed, designated, and contributing 
buildings.Prioritize

Rehabilitation/replacement of noncontributing buildings 
built during the period of significance.Prioritize

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The purpose is to help manage change to prevent further loss of historic character and housing through incompatible new development. The guidelines are intended to guide new development that enhances the historic character and density of historic multiple-family development patterns. 



 Professional Business (B-1)

 Central Business District (CBD)

 General Commercial (GC)

 Single Family (R-1)

 Two Family (R-2)

 Multi-Family (R-3)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Naches Avenue HOZ encompasses Naches Avenue and adjacent half blocks from E Race Street north to E I Street. All portions of cross streets within the HOZ are included.The map shows how the historic overlay zone overlaps multiple existing urban area zoning districts, including single family, multi-family, professional business, and the central business district.Taken together, this variety of urban area zoning districts along the length of Naches Avenue could lead to a fragmented character based on the different development patterns allowed under each of the different urban area zoning districts.The types of development subject to the HOZ:Building rehabilitation when both a building permit and a development permit are required and the building permit is serving as the development permit (exterior only)Infill construction (new construction)Demolition or relocation (of existing buildings)Naches Avenue landscape feature changesThe goal of the guidelines is to encourage development compatible with the historic character of the corridor and to support increased housing density at this key link between the downtown central business district and the adjacent residential neighborhoods.



Yellow: historic 
overlay district area

Blue lines: former 
irrigation ditches

1889 map of Yakima looking southwest.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Historic Development patternsHistoric development patterns within the Naches Avenue HOZ are unique within Yakima as they illustrate the shift from grand houses to middle class single and multiple-family dwellings. Both dwelling types benefited from the role and design of Naches Avenue as shared open space.Period of significanceHistoric development for the purpose of these development standards is construction built within the period of significance (ca. 1886-1949) within the Naches Avenue HOZ (established in DAHP Project Nos. 2020-02-01472, 2021-01-00498). This period begins with the establishment of Naches Avenue and the earliest attribution of tree planting along the median. This period ends with the construction of the apartments ca. 1949 at 113 S Naches Avenue. During this period 85% of the resources within the HOZ were built.



 Listed and Designated

 National Register of Historic Places (NRHP)

 Washington Heritage Register (WHR)

 Yakima Register of Historic Places (YRHP)

 Contributing and noncontributing

 Class A, built within period of significance, 
potentially YRHP, NRHP, or WHR eligible or 
listed

 Class B, built within the period of 
significance, retain integrity, not 
recommended as individually YRHP, NRHP, 
or WHR eligible

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Listed and designatedAlthough the HOZ is not a listing in or designation to a historic register, there are buildings within the overlay zone that are already listed in the National Register of Historic Places, Washington Heritage Register. As of 2023, there are no resources within the HOZ designated to the Yakima Register of Historic Places.Contributing and noncontributingBuildings identified within these development standards as contributing, Class A and B or noncontributing. Buildings identified as noncontributing within the HOZ are either built outside the period of significance, or no longer retain architectural integrity. The development standards include different requirements depending on class.Class A: buildings are built within the period of significance and identified as potentially Yakima Register of Historic Places eligible, National Register of Historic Places, and/or Washington Heritage Register eligible or listed. Class B: buildings are built within the period of significance, retain architectural integrity but are not recommended as individually Yakima Register of Historic Places, National Register of Historic Places, or Washington Heritage Register eligible. Collectively they convey architectural features characteristic of and supporting the visual character of the HOZ.The findings from the two surveys informed these classes.



• Development 
permits

• Street trees
• Building permits

Additional 
requirements

• Certificate of 
Appropriateness

No change or 
additional 

requirements

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
These development standards overlap multiple city review processes. Most of the review is anticipated through development permits. As a result, the organization and structure of the development standards is intended for use in conjunction with the applicable Yakima Municipal Code titles.Additional requirementsThese development standards include additional requirements for development permits, street trees, and building permits.No ChangeReview to obtain a certificate of appropriateness applies only to properties designed to the Yakima Register of Historic Places and is conducted by the Yakima Historic Preservation Commission (YMC 11.62.025). There are no changes or additional requirements to the review process.



Permitted Uses, Building Rehabilitation, Infill Construction, Relocation or 
Demolition, Incentives, and Naches Avenue Standards

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Development standards within the Naches Avenue HOZ may differ from those of the underlying zone. The following slides will address these differences.



Consistent with intent and 
historic patterns:
• Multiple family residential use

Inconsistent and generally 
not permitted:
• New detached single family
• New zero lot line, retirement homes, 

mixed-use buildings, professional 
or commercial buildings

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Naches Avenue HOZ modifies the underlying zoning districts to preserve and establish mid to high-density residential use by excluding activities not compatible with residential uses.Residential is the use consistent with the intent and historic development patterns of the Naches Avenue HOZ.New detached single family dwelling construction is inconsistent with the increased residential density intent and considered a Class (3). Class (3) uses are generally not permitted.New zero lot line single family dwelling, retirement homes, and mixed-use buildings construction are inconsistent with historic development patterns and considered a Class (3) use within the HOZ.Those portions of zoning districts B-1, GC, CBD within the Naches Avenue HOZ will comply with zoning district intent statements for Multifamily Residential District (R-3) except as modified by these development standards. The nonresidential intents of these zoning districts is not compatible with historic development patterns and considered a Class (3) use.



 No change to the review of changes to Yakima Register of 
Historic Places designated properties (YMC 11.62.050).

 No additional requirements for alterations and additions to 
a building within the HOZ that is not designated to the 
Yakima Register of Historic Places.

 Consider rehabilitation incentives when planning or 
undertaking alterations or additions to Yakima Register of 
Historic Places designated, and National Register of 
Historic Places listed buildings, and contributing buildings 
(Class A and B). 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The rehabilitation of existing buildings provides an important tool for maintaining existing buildings in active use and adaptively reusing buildings for residential or higher dwelling unit density. Building rehabilitation supports the retention of historic development defining the visual and residential character of the Naches Avenue HOZ. The HOZ does not create new design review for existing buildings.



INFILL 
CONSTRUCTION
 Requirements related to infill construction 
include: 
 Site design and improvement standards 
 Off-street parking
 Site screening
 Signs
 Special development

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Infill construction consists of new development. This may occur on a vacant lot or involve the demolition or relocation of an existing building as part of the new development. Managing infill construction within the HOZ will allow new infill to complement and enhance the visual and residential character of the Naches Avenue corridor.



• Dwelling Units
• Minimum Lot Size
• Maximum Lot Coverage
• Structure Setbacks
• Maximum Building Height
• Massing
• Exterior Materials
• Roofs
• Windows and Exterior Doors

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This section establishes basic minimum development requirements.



DWELLING UNITS

Maximum dwelling unit 
per net residential acre 
changes:
R-1 from 7 to 18
R-2 no change
R-3 no change
 B-1 no change
GC no change
CBD no change

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
All existing underlying zoning districts within the HOZ allow for residential uses. Most allow for high density. Increased housing density is compatible with historic development patterns within the HOZ.R-1 zones, increase from 7 to 18. The R-1 zoning district allows duplex and multiple family development of up to seven dwelling units per net residential acre. A typical half block within the HOZ is 1 acre with 8 lots per half block. Some lots are split resulting in up to 11 lots per half block. Most half blocks contain one or more duplex, single to multiple family converted dwelling, bungalow court, or apartment. These existing historic development patterns exceed R-1 dwelling unit density levels. This increased density is consistent with the R-2 maximum DU/NRA.R-2 zone, no change in dwelling units. This zone allows clustering of units and duplexes with a typical DU/NRA of 7-12. The zoned area can go up to 18 DU/NRA. This is consistent with existing historic development patterns and the increased residential density intent of the HOZ.R-3, B-1, GC, and CBD zones, no change in dwelling units. This zone allows for attached or clustering of multiple family dwellings with a DU/NRA greater than 12.



 Reduce minimum lot size from 7,000 to 
6,000 square feet for two-family 
dwellings in: 
 R-1 zone
 R-2 zone
 R-3 zone 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The 1885 plat of North Yakima established underlying lot sizes as 7,000 square feet (50 feet wide and 140 feet deep). The main exception being the half blocks fronting E Yakima Avenue, west of Naches Avenue having their original lot layout oriented to Yakima Avenue rather than Naches Avenue, with 3,250 square foot lot size (25 feet wide and 130 feet deep).Existing parcels often span multiple lots. Lots within the Naches Avenue HOZ tend to remain around the underlying 7,000 square foot lot size, ranging from just over 6,800 to under 8,000 square feet. Lots within the bungalow court range from 2,614 to 3,049 square feet in size. Duplexes occur on single lots and parcels spanning multiple lots, ranging in size from 6,970 to 11,019 square feet. There are two duplexes on the 6,970 square foot lot at the southwest corner of E ‘E’ Street and N Naches Avenue. 



MAXIMUM LOT 
COVERAGE

 No change in lot coverage percentages for 
zones R-3, and B-1. 

 Increase lot coverage percentages to 80% 
for R-1 and R-2. 

 Reduce lot coverage percentages to 80% for 
zones GC and CBD.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Maximum lot coverage “is the percentage of net land area of a site that can be covered with structures and other impervious surfaces.” This includes onsite parking. Within the HOZ, existing single family and duplex development lot coverage percentages tend to be low. Apartment buildings built within the period of significant tend to be around 80% lot coverage. Noncompatible commercial development tends to be around 100% lot coverage.R-1 zones, increase lot coverage percentages from 60% to 80%. This is compatible with historic development patterns and the increased residential density intent of the HOZ. Staying at 60% in conjunction with lot size reductions to 6,000 square feet for duplex construction would make 60% difficult to achieve. This is also consistent with the R-3 and B-1 percentages within the HOZ.R-2 zone, increase from 60% to 80%.R-3 and B-1 zones, no change.GC and CBD zones, reduce lot coverage percentages from 100% to 80%.



 Reduce minimums for:
 Duplexes (two-family dwelling)
 Bungalow courts (cottage 

housing)
 Low-rise apartment blocks
 Apartment courts

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Structure setbacks are building form specific based on historic development patterns. Contextual single-family dwellings built within the period of significance tend to have a 12- to 30- foot setback from property lines along Naches Avenue. A 20-foot set back is the most common. Buildings built at the back of lots are departures from the typical pattern. Apartments are generally built at or near the property line. A consistent setback distance allows for infill construction to blend with neighboring historic buildings and maintains a harmonious sense of place along the avenue.Duplex (two-family dwelling), reduce minimum structure setback from property lines along arterials, collector arterials, and local access right of ways at the front and side to 15 feet. This is consistent with historic development patterns of duplexes built within the period of significance within the HOZ. Extant examples have between 12 and 30 feet front setbacks from Naches Avenue and cross streets. No change to rear setback from the alley. No change from side setbacks at alleys or property lines.Bungalow courts (cottage housing), reduce to 15 feet. Extant examples have a 10-foot set back from Naches Avenue. Low-rise apartment blocks and apartment courts (multiple family development), reduce minimum structure setback from property lines along arterials, collector arterials, and local access right of ways at the front to sides to the sidewalk edge. Extant examples range from an 8-foot set back to built-out to the sidewalk edge at the front. The sides are built out to the sidewalk. 



MAXIMUM BUILDING 
HEIGHT
 Existing building height ranges from 

1 to 3 stories (15 to 45 feet)

 R-1 zones, no change in maximum 
building height of 35-feet.

 R-3 zones, no change in maximum 
building height of 50 feet.

 B-1 zone, increase maximum building 
height from 35 to 45 feet.

 GC and CBD zones, no change in 
maximum building height of 50 feet.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Building height within the Naches Avenue HOZ is approximately 15 to 45 feet. Most single-family dwellings built within the period of significance are 1 to 1.5 stories with some having 2 stories. Most low-rise apartment blocks are 2 to 3 stories in height. Most duplexes are 1 story in height.R-1 zones, no change in maximum building height of 35-feet.R-3 zones, no change in maximum building height of 50 feet.B-1 zone, increase maximum building height from 35 to 45 feet.GC and CBD zones, no change in maximum building height of 50 feet.



 Width of any unbroken facade not to exceed 
building height

 Utilize building forms compatible with 
building forms for comparable functions built 
within the period of significance

 Infill construction shall be differentiated but 
compatible

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Massing is the unified composition of three-dimensional volumes that convey a building’s impression of weight, density, and bulk. The width of any unbroken facade may not exceed the building height.Breaks in facades can consist of recessed or projecting wall planes (minimum 8 foot width, minimum 0.5 foot offset; examples include 15 N Naches Avenue, ca. 1934; and 115 N Naches Avenue, ca. 1930), recessed central entrances with decorative surrounds (examples include 415 N Naches Avenue, ca. 1925; 211 S Naches Avenue, ca. 1930; and 15 N Naches Avenue, ca. 1934), projecting bays at entrances (an example is 503 E Chestnut Avenue, ca. 1925); or pilasters (minimum 1.5 feet wide). Material variations alone are not adequate.Utilize building forms compatible with building forms for comparable functions built within the period of significance within the HOZ. The distinctive housing forms identified in the reconnaissance level surveys completed in 2020 and 2021 under Washington State Department of Archeology and Historic Preservation project numbers 2020-02-01472, 2021-01-00498 are characteristic of historic development within the HOZ. These forms communicate prevailing trends in construction and housing density. These forms include bungalow, duplex, courtyard apartment, apartment block, foursquare, gable front and wing, I-house, and workingman’s foursquare.Infill construction shall be differentiated from the old and shall be compatible with the massing, size, and scale of comparable buildings (e.g., duplex, low-rise apartment block) built within the period of significance for the HOZ to protect the historic integrity of the HOZ and its environment.



 No vinyl, PVC board, concrete block, veneer stone 
and faux stone, Marblecrete

 Consistent on all facades

 Stucco, brick, fiber cement board, wood siding are 
compatible

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Exterior building materials have an important role in integrating infill development with existing buildings. Appropriate exterior building materials can contribute to the overall visual character and continuity of buildings built within the period of significance and not serve as a focal point detracting from these buildings.Vinyl, PVC board, concrete block, stone and faux stone veneer, and Marblecrete (stucco with aggregate)  are prohibited for use as exterior materials and fencing. Refer to fiber cement board and wood siding below for additional prohibitions.Exterior materials shall be consistent on all facades. Since historic development patterns were not zero lot line, alley and non-street facing facades often have visibility from streets. Due in part to this, resources within the HOZ are characterized by continuity of exterior materials on all facades, rather than changing materials on alley or non-street facing facades.Stucco is a compatible material. Examples include 11 S Naches Avenue (ca. 1909), 604 S Naches Avenue (ca. 1920), 504-506 E Walnut Street (ca. 1910), and 415 N Naches Avenue (ca. 1925).Brick is a compatible material. Examples include 115 N Naches Avenue (ca. 1930), 15 N Naches Avenue (ca. 1934), 503 E Chestnut Street (ca. 1925), 113 S Naches Avenue (ca. 1949), 403 S Naches Avenue (ca. 1937).Fiber cement board (including poly-ash material), painted, is a compatible material. The smooth surface side must be used, not the faux wood-grained texture. Configurations compatible with siding types must be used and are identified under wood siding below. These are compatible with wood siding utilized during the period of significance. Sheet type products are prohibited.Wood siding, painted, is a compatible material. Compatible siding types shall be limited to shingle, clapboard, drop siding, or horizontal tongue and groove boards. These are consistent with siding types utilized during the period of significance. Vertical boards, board and batten, shakes, plywood, panel siding, and T1-11 are prohibited.The architectural style and detailing for infill construction within the HOZ must be compatible with surrounding buildings built within the period of significance of the HOZ. 



 Compatible roof forms:
 Gable
 Gambrel
 Hip
 Flat with parapet

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Roof form has an important role in integrating infill development with existing buildings. Appropriate roof forms can contribute to the overall visual character and continuity of buildings built within the period of significance and not serve as a focal point detracting from these buildings.Compatible roof forms are limited to gable, gambrel, hip, and flat with parapet. This is based on common roof forms used on resources within the HOZ built within the period of significance.Gable can include any sub types, including bell cast, clipped, cross, front, gable-on-hip, side, or parallel gables.Gambrel can be front or side.Hip can include any sub types, including bell cast, cross hipped, hip with cross gable, hip-on-gable, or parallel hipped.Flat with parapet. Flat with eaves is prohibited.Roofing materials visible from the sidewalk should be compatible with the roofing material used on surrounding buildings. Avoid colors not already in use on the surrounding buildings (e.g., green).



WINDOWS AND 
EXTERIOR DOORS

No vinyl
Paintable materials, 

including clad, all 
metal, or fiberglass
Compatible design
Operable

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The design, proportion, and placement of windows and exterior doors (fenestration) has an important role in integrating infill development with existing buildings. Fenestration can contribute to the overall visual character and continuity of buildings built within the period of significance and not serve as a focal point detracting from these buildings.Vinyl is prohibited. Paintable window sash, trim, and frame materials are compatible. New clad or all metal or fiberglass window systems must be compatible in design with residential painted wood window systems from the period of significance. Finishes on metal sash, trim, and frames must be compatible with painted finishes and not metallic finishes (e.g., bronze, aluminum).Windows must be operable. Window operation types are limited to double or single hung, or casement. Horizontal sliders, awning, hopper, and pivot are prohibited. A fixed sash can be used only in conjunction with operable sash within the same window opening (example: 9 S Naches Avenue, ca. 1930).Exterior door trim, doors, and frame finishes must be compatible with painted finishes and not metallic finishes (e.g., bronze, aluminum).Buildings must include a main entrance on at least one street.Minimum fenestration on street facing facades to be 20%. Historic development patterns at low-rise apartment blocks range between approximately 15% and 30%.Window systems shall be no more than one-third the facade width without being interrupted by another building material.



 No driveways off Naches 
Avenue

 No surfacing parking along 
Naches Avenue

 Reduce the number of 
parking spaces required

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The management of off-street parking has an important role in integrating infill development with existing buildings. The photograph at left shows nonconforming off-street parking and conversion of the planting strip to parking. Appropriate off-street parking solutions can contribute to the overall visual character and continuity of buildings built within the period of significance and not serve as a focal point detracting from these buildings. The former irrigation ditches along either side of the Naches Avenue historically prevented front driveways.No vehicular access points (driveways) are allowed off Naches Avenue. Historic development patterns predominately utilized side street and rear alley vehicular access. Existing driveways in violation of these standards at the time of adoption shall not be deemed nonconforming, but development of the property requiring a development permit will require removal of the nonconforming driveway(s) and any new driveways to be consistent with these standards. The intent is that long-term, the impacts of noncompatible commercial infill will be reversed.Surface parking lots and off-street parking shall not have frontage along Naches Avenue. Existing parking lots or off-street parking in violation of these standards at the time of adoption shall not be deemed nonconforming, but development of the property requiring a development permit will require removal of the nonconforming parking or off-street parking and any new parking to be consistent with these standards. The intent is that long-term, the impacts of noncompatible commercial infill will be reversed.Reduce the number of parking spaces required for infill development or substantial rehabilitation of a Yakima Register-listed building within the HOZ. Surface parking lots are not compatible with historic development patterns within the HOZ. The HOZ benefits from walking distance proximity to the Central Business District (CBD). The intent is to reduce surface parking within the HOZ and support dense housing within walking distance from the CBD. Infill development shall be eligible for reduced parking standards of 1 space per dwelling unit. Substantial rehabilitations are work on an existing building triggering code compliance that would otherwise require compliance with parking standards. Any building designated to the Yakima Register of Historic Places shall be eligible for the reduced parking standard of 0.5 spaces per dwelling unit. 



• No fully view-obscuring 
screening along street 
frontage

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Site screening is used to provide a visual buffer between uses of different intensity, streets, and structures.Visibility and connectivity between residential development and Naches Avenue is characteristic of historic development patterns within the HOZ.



• Limit permitted signs for the 
B-1, GC,  and CBD zones

• No change to R-1, R-2, and R-
3 zone permitted signs

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The management of permitted signs has an important role in the overall visual character and continuity of the Naches Avenue HOZ so that permitted signs do not become a focal point detracting from the character of historic development within the HOZ.



SPECIAL DEVELOPMENT 
STANDARDS

Cottage housing
Zero lot line 

development
Accessory dwelling 

units

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Cottage housing is consistent with historic bungalow court development patterns within the HOZ and a compatible residential infill type.Zero lot line development shall not be permitted within the HOZ. The development type is not consistent with historic development patterns or building forms within the HOZ. The intent is to achieve increased dwelling unit density through building forms compatible with historic development patterns characteristic of the HOZ.Accessory dwelling units are consistent with historic development patterns within the HOZ and a compatible residential infill type.



• Prioritize adaptive reuse of 
listed buildings

• Relocation of Class A or B 
buildings

• Buildings built outside of the 
period of significance

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The management of relocation has an important role in minimizing the adverse impacts of loss of contributing buildings within the HOZ and the impact to the overall visual character and continuity of Naches Avenue HOZ.No change to the review of changes to Yakima Register of Historic Places designated properties.Prioritize Yakima Register of Historic Places designated, and National Register of Historic Places listed buildings, and contributing buildings for preservation and rehabilitation, including adaptive reuse providing increased dwelling units (e.g., single to multiple family conversion). Consider adaptive reuse and associated rehabilitation incentives available.Relocation of Class A or B buildings must comply with demolition requirements for the respective class unless the building is successfully designated to the Yakima Register of Historic Places at its new location.No additional requirements for buildings built outside the period of significance or not designed to the Yakima Register of Historic Places or listed to the National Register of Historic Places or Washington Heritage Register within the HOZ.



No change for 
Yakima Register 

designated 
properties

Mitigation for 
Class A and B 

building 
demolition

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The management of demolition has an important role in the overall visual character and continuity of Naches Avenue HOZ. Demolition of Yakima Register of Historic Places designated buildings, National Register of Historic Places listed buildings and contributing buildings (Class A and B) is an adverse impact.No change to the required review of changes to Yakima Register of Historic Places designated properties.No additional requirements for the demolition of a building that was built outside of the period of significance for the HOZ.Prioritize Yakima Register of Historic Places designated buildings, National Register of Historic Places and Washington Heritage Register listed buildings and contributing (Class A and B) buildings for preservation and rehabilitation, including adaptive reuse providing increased dwelling units (e.g., single to multiple family conversion). Demolition of these buildings should be avoided.Demolition of a Class A contributing building requires mitigation for the loss. This will consist of an impact fee payment. The fee consists of 10% of the assessed value of the improvement at the time of the demolition permit application. The fee will be paid to the Naches Avenue HOZ grant fund. The intent is to offset the unavoidable adverse impact of the loss of architectural character within the HOZ. The intent is to scale the fee based on the size and prominence of the building. If the grant fund has not been set up by the City, these funds are to be paid into an escrow account established with the City for transfer to the grant fund when established. The in-lieu fee mitigation rather than permittee-responsible mitigation is intended to be efficient for property owners and prospective developers of increased density housing. The process is intended to not extend the permitting process. The fee is intended to discourage speculative demolition and the removal of buildings to create vacant lots within the HOZ.Demolition of a Class B contributing building requires mitigation for the loss. This will consist of an impact fee payment. The fee consists of 5% of the assessed value of the improvement at the time of the demolition permit application. The fee will be paid to the Naches Avenue HOZ grant fund. See demolition of a Class A building above for details.Prioritize historic noncontributing buildings built during the period of significance for rehabilitation; for buildings that cannot be rehabilitated, then replacement with compatible multiple family residential development should be prioritized.



Reduced parking requirements
Building permit and plan check fee waivers
Washington Sate Special Tax Valuation
Federal Historic Tax Credits
Potential Naches Avenue HOZ grant fund

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Financial incentives for building maintenance, rehabilitation and infill development provide an important tool to support the retention of Yakima Register of Historic Places designated buildings, National Register of Historic Places listed buildings, contributing buildings and their setting within the Naches Avenue HOZ.Reduced parking requirements for Yakima Register of Historic Places designed buildings and infill development, see Off-Street Parking.Building permit fee and plan check fee waiver for rehabilitation of a Yakima Register of Historic Places designated and/or National Register of Historic Places listed building or contributing building (YMC 13.24.020 Building Code Table 1-A). Building permit fees are valuation based. As of 2023, plan check fees are calculated at 65% of the building permit fee. Building permit fees are valuation based. No change to other permits or inspection fees required.Building permit fee and plan check fee waiver for infill construction (YMC 13.24.020 Building Code Table 1-A). As of 2023, plan check fees are calculated at 65% of the building permit fee. Building permit fees are valuation based. No change to other permits or inspection fees required.For R3, two family, Type VA (wood or metal stud, one-hour fire resistant construction throughout) construction, valued at $119.73/sq ft in the ICC building Valuation Data, August 2015 used by the City and comparable duplex square footage within the HOZ, the cost to build would be over $225,000. Inclusive building permit and plan check fee waiver, this could result in a project savings and City investment of at least $3,300 (YMC 13.24.020 Building Code Table 1-A)For R2, multiple family, Type VA construction, valued at $107.72/sq ft in the ICC building Valuation Data, August 2015 used by the City and comparable apartment block square footage within the HOZ, the cost to build would be over $1.5. Inclusive building permit and plan check fee waiver, this could result in a project savings and City investment of at least $13,200 (YMC 13.24.020 Building Code Table 1-A).Washington State Special Tax Valuation (STV) program is available to properties designated to the Yakima Register of Historic Places or listed in the National Register of Historic Places (YMC 11.62.060.C.(1)) This is a property tax reduction incentive based on qualified rehabilitation expenditures. For additional information: https://dahp.wa.gov/grants-and-funding/special-tax-valuation.Federal Historic Tax Credits (HTCs) are available to properties listed in the National Register of Historic Places. The property must be income producing. The cost of the work undertaken must equal or be greater than the adjusted basis value of the property. For additional information: https://dahp.wa.gov/federal-historic-tax-credit.Naches Avenue HOZ grant fund has not been established but is recommended to be established as a public receiving entity for in-lieu fee mitigation. Like the Downtown Association of Yakima’s Facade Improvement Grant Program, it is intended to support building owners within a specific area. The intent is, within the HOZ, to support upgrades to contributing buildings and rehabilitation work on buildings built within the period of significance (but noncontributing due to alterations) such that they are designated to the Yakima Register of Historic Places upon completion of work. Designating of receiving buildings (or designated status) to the Yakima Register of Historic Places is a requirement of using the grant fund. Priority is given to buildings based on the number of dwelling units to support the retention of housing density within the HOZ. Project guidance, review, and selection to be managed through the Yakima Historic Preservation Commission (YMC 11.62.040).



 Median and Park Trees

 Roadways

 Planting Strips and Street Trees

 Sidewalks and Ramps

 Signage

 Site Furnishings

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Managing change to Naches Avenue, including landscape and public right of way features, has an important role in maintaining the overall visual character and continuity of the Naches Avenue HOZ. Naches Avenue is unique within the city and eligible for Yakima Register of Historic Places designation. The following guidance supports retention of those character-defining features that make Naches Avenue eligible for designation. Park and street trees are public trees in that they are within a city park, rights-of-way, and open spaces.



 Retain lawn

 Retain two rows of park trees 
within the median

 Regenerate trees based on 
lifespan

 Remove nonconforming trees 
at the end of their lifespan

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Managing changes to the median and park trees within Naches Avenue is important for maintaining the overall historic character and function of the HOZ. The portion of the N Naches Avenue between E H Street and E I Street was platted at the same width but developed with only a single 40-foot roadway without a median.Retain grass (lawn) within the 40-foot-wide central median (park). Retain the median location, width, length, and design. No additional understory vegetation (e.g., planting beds, annuals or perennials, ground cover, or shrubs) is allowed. Changes to drought resistant lawn type(s) is not considered an alteration. Changes to alternative materials from lawn must be compatible with the historic character of the median and provide a reasonable balance between improved sustainability relative to drought conditions and the preservation of historic features, materials, and functional and visual character.Retain the two rows of park trees within the median. Tree regeneration with compatible species is not considered an alteration since trees have a finite life cycle. Tree regeneration should be managed to avoid complete canopy loss at a single point in time. The rows are generally centered in the east and west halves of the median and spaced around 24 feet from one another, though distances vary.The following are historic tree species for the purpose of regeneration and compatibility. When these same species cannot be planted, new species (e.g., drought and disease resistant) should be selected based on compatibility with the structure and visual character of the historic tree species. Based on trunk diameters (exceeding 40 inches) and species the American Elms are attributed as the oldest and principal species for planting along the central landscape feature. Silver Maples are attributed as next oldest, and a potential fast growing though brittle replacement for the American Elms due to Dutch Elm disease. Two other older species include Sycamores and Norway Maples, with trunk diameters over 40 and 30 inches, respectively.Existing nonconforming trees (due to placement and/or species) should be removed at the end of their lifespan and not replaced.



ROADWAYS

Retain roadway:
 Locations
Widths
Curbs

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Managing changes to roadways within the HOZ is important for maintaining the overall historic character and function of the HOZ.Retain existing roadway locations, widths, and curbs. This includes Naches Avenue, cross streets, and alleys. Naches Avenue consists of two single lanes with a central crown separated by the central landscaped median. Each traffic lane within Naches Avenue is 24 feet wide with concrete curbs and asphalt paving with storm drains integrated into the curbs near the intersections. Parallel parking is on one side only, along the outer curb. The alleys are 24 feet wide and provide access to the rear of lots along the corridor. Alleys allow for vehicular access and garage placement at the rear of the lot, rather than having driveways and front or side lot garage locations. Cross streets, except for the following three, are 31 feet in width with two traffic lanes and parallel parking on both sides. E Walnut Street is 40 feet wide. E Lincoln Avenue is 60 feet wide with three traffic lanes, and a bike lane. E Yakima Avenue is 67 feet with four traffic lanes. All intersection signage consists of traffic signs set in the planting strips at the intersections, except for the E Yakima Avenue intersection.



PLANTING STRIPS 
AND STREET TREES

Retain planting strip 
location, width, lawn, 
and design
Nonconforming 

hardscape (sidewalks, 
driveways)
Compatible street trees

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Managing changes to planting strips (public right of way) and street trees along Naches Avenue is important for maintaining the overall historic character and function of the HOZ. Street trees are those trees planted within the planting strips. Planting strips are the area between the street curb and the property line.Retain planting strip location, width, lawn, and design. Do not pave over with hardscape (e.g., concrete, pavers, asphalt). The planting strips are infilled former canal locations that historically functioned as open irrigation ditches moving water within the valley. They were infilled during the period of significance, between 1897 and 1920 based on Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps and historic photographs. This infill created the existing 17-feet wide planting strips with lawn and a single row of street trees.Existing hardscape within planting strips in violation of these standards at the time of adoption shall not be deemed nonconforming, but development of the property requires removal of the nonconforming hardscape and replanting of lawn to be consistent with these standards. The intent is that in the long-term, the impacts of noncompatible alterations will be reversed.Retain street trees. Tree regeneration with compatible species and in compliance with YMC 8.77 is not considered an alteration since trees have a finite life cycle.Select compatible species in consultation with the City Arborist and/or City Tree Board using the list of approved street tree species for the city (YMC 8.77.080) maintained by the City of Yakima Public Works Department. The historic tree species identified under Median and Park Trees provides the list for the purpose of regeneration and determining compatibility. When these same species cannot be planted, new species (e.g., drought and disease resistant) should be selected based on compatibility with spacing, distance from curb to sidewalk, distance from street corners and fire hydrants, utilities, mature canopy size, structure, and visual character compatibility with the historic tree species. The long-term intent is to restore the historic tree canopy corridor along the sidewalks, illuminated by light standards. This tree canopy is documented in ca. 1909 historic photographs, see Photos 1, 2 and 3. The planting strips had an approximately 6-foot-wide irrigation ditch, offset from the roadway by a narrow planting strip. Street trees were planted in the planting strip between the irrigation ditch and the sidewalk. This planting strip measured approximately 8 feet wide. The second row of trees planted along the outer side of the sidewalk is within the private lots and not subject to these standards.Existing nonconforming trees (due to placement and/or species) should be removed at the end of their lifespan and not replaced (YMC 8.77.180).



SIDEWALKS AND 
RAMPS

Retain original
Nonconforming 

approach

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Managing changes to sidewalks and ramps within Naches Avenue is important for maintaining the overall historic character and function of the HOZ.Original alignments of sidewalks and ramps shall be maintained and not reconfigured. The original 6-foot-wide concrete sidewalks run parallel to the traffic lanes. Sidewalks at the ends of the central landscape elements function as an extension of the sidewalks along the crossing streets and provide pedestrian access between the two sides of the corridor. These 6-foot-wide concrete sidewalks ramp down to the street grade. The roadway curbs wrapping the corners and continuing for a couple of feet along the sidewalk as it ramps down to the street grade.Existing sidewalks and ramps in violation of these standards at the time of adoption shall not be deemed nonconforming, but development of the property requiring a development permit (YMC 15.12.020) requires removal of the nonconforming sidewalks and ramps and any new sidewalks and ramps to be consistent with these standards. The intent is that in the long-term the impacts of noncompatible infill resulting in the reconfiguration of sidewalks will be reversed.Alterations supporting universal access improvements are not considered alterations



• Additions beyond directional 
and wayfinding strongly 
discouraged

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Managing changes to signage within Naches Avenue is important for maintaining the overall historic character and function of the HOZ.The addition of signage beyond directional and wayfinding requirements is strongly discouraged.



 Retain original Type A and B light 
standards

 Restore missing Type A and B light 
standards

 Additional memorials not allowed

 Addition of new site furnishings 
strongly discouraged

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Managing changes to site furnishings within Naches Avenue (including the planting strips and median) is important for maintaining the overall historic character and function.Retain and maintain existing original Type A and B light standards. There are two main types of original light standards, both are cast iron pedestrian-oriented lights placed within the planting strips along the sidewalk. Each block originally had four per side, a light standard at the outer corners and two equally spaced (approximately 140-feet on center) mid-block lights. See Photos 3 and 4.Type A light standards consist of a fluted column with minimal base. Type B light standards consist of a hexagonal shaft with a prominent plinth. Restore missing Type A and B light standards where original locations are available.Restore missing (e.g., replaced with driveways) Type A and B and noncompatible light standards and relocate original Type A and B light standards to their original location (e.g., 405 E Lincoln Avenue) in coordination with property development requiring a development permit (YMC 15.12.020).The addition of memorials, plaques, or other forms of public display for the purpose of memorial, recognition, or award are not allowed. Naches Avenue contains three memorials: A concrete memorial dedicated to Colonel H. D. Cock and attributed with planting the first trees along Naches Avenue in 1886 dedicated by the Daughters of Pioneers of Washington, Yakima Valley Chapter No. 3; A concrete Hatfield Memorial Parkway memorial dedicated in 1984 by the Yakima Lions Club; and A stone memorial in memory of the fallen Company E in the Spanish-American War dedicated in 1902 and moved to this location in the 1940s.The addition of new site furnishings without precedent during the period of significance is strongly discouraged. This includes the addition of artwork, benches, play structures, and exercise equipment.



POINT OF 
CONTACT FOR 

QUESTIONS 
AND MORE 

INFORMATION

 Joseph Calhoun

 City of Yakima, Planning Manager

 Joseph.Calhoun@yakimawa.gov

 509-575-6042

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The point of contact with the City for additional questions and more information is Joseph Calhoun, the City’s planning manager. 

mailto:Joseph.Calhoun@yakimawa.gov


NEXT STEPS

City and DAHP 1st draft

31 May 2023

Revised draft

14 July 2023

26 July 2023

Public meeting No. 2

Final guidelines

1 September 2023

Public process, revisions, and 
adoption

City Council 2023/2024

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As to next steps.We will make edits to the revised draft based on public comments, City, Commission, and State review.The final is due September 1 and will be followed by City Council’s public process of review, revisions, and adoption likely extending into 2024.
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